Research Engagement AT HEANET

Jenny O’Neill, Research Engagement Officer
My mission?

To position HEAnet as a leader in the area of Open Research, engaging with sector and Government stakeholders, identify funding and service development opportunities across the national and European research ecosystem.
My first task?

To explore how other NRENs are supporting research and researchers, with a particular emphasis on Open Research practices.
Open research, also referred to as open science or open scholarship, is an approach to the scientific process based on open cooperative work, tools, and diffusing knowledge.
Open Research Practices

Open Access to Publications
Open/FAIR Research Data
Open Source Software/Tools
Open Workflows
Citizen Science
Open Educational Resources
Alternative methods for Research
Evaluation/Responsible Use of Metrics
Success Stories

Remote access VPN service
Identity management
Security auditing & training
eduroam
Journal access
Project collaboration tools
Cloud storage (end user)
FileSender
Procurement/brokerage
**SUPPORT OPEN RESEARCH**

- Support infrastructure across the whole research lifecycle
- Support Persistent Identifiers (PIDs - ORCIDs, DOIs but also RORs and RAiDs)
- Champion EOSC adoption
- Works with relevant organisations in our countries to support open research practices

**EMBRACE OPEN RESEARCH PRACTICES**

- Make useful data within our organisations openly available and FAIR
- Use Persistent Identifiers (ORCIDs, DOIs but also RORs and RAiDs)
- Ensure long term preservation of our project outputs via repositories
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